
Full Circle Change 
 

As we strive to make and keep necessary changes in our lives, part of the way forward may involve a route that 
circles back, winds, rewinds, and demands far more time and distance than we thought.   
 

• Keeping change in our lives is often accomplished through indirect progress. 

• Big change is sustained more through seemingly small and consistent choices, than through drastic and 
sporadic ones.   

In his book, The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg writes that a change in habit involves a process requiring both time 
and repetition. In that space between abandoning an old way and adopting a new way, which way should we go?  
 
1. Sometimes the best way forward is around ... and around. 17 When Pharaoh let the people go, God did not 
lead them by way of the land of the Philistines, although that was nearer; for God thought, “If the people face war, 
they may change their minds and return to Egypt.” 18 So God led the people by the roundabout way of the 
wilderness toward the Red Sea. The Israelites went up out of the land of Egypt prepared for battle.  - Exodus 13:17-
18 
 

• Sometimes the direct route is not the best one.  

• “They would have preferred a more direct route to their dream, it was actually a great kindness that God 
kept them from encountering more than they were ready to handle.” – Ruth Haley Barton 

• If you feel that your resolution to change has you running in circles, it’s possible you are exactly where 
you need to be right now.  Think of it as full-circle guidance from God. 

2. Tomorrow’s change depends on each day’s choices.  
 

• Don’t underestimate the major results of a seemingly minor change in direction. 

Then Moses said, “I must turn aside and look at this great sight, and see why the bush is not burned up.” - Exodus 
3:3 
 

• "The greatest dilemma in life is to fail to do something you could do because you were waiting to do 
something heroic you couldn't do. Think small and get the job done, beginning with yourself." - Lord 
Chesterfield 

• This is where the real power of keeping change resides – in the resolve to make consistent changes daily. 

 
Questions To Ponder 

• How would you explain the distance of the Exodus journey with the time it took the Hebrews to 
reach their destination? 

• What does this say about how God views “progress”? 

• Of all the ways God could have gotten Moses’ attention, he chose something very common to 
Moses’ experience. Why do you think God did this? How does this impact your thinking about 
the ordinary/extraordinary ways God speak to people? 

• Have you ever been waiting for the “big sign” that God is speaking, but missed his voice in the 
commotion of the common? 

• What are some of the small changes each day that will help you keep the big changes you’re 
praying for? 

• What has been the biggest takeaways from this series? 

 


